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What is a Millionaire Mind?

How can multimillionaires continue to get rich while millions of people are searching for jobs. How can
they prosper while banks are closing and government debt is skyrocketing?

Jan. 7, 2011 - PRLog -- The Great Depression made multimillionaires of Morgan, Rockefeller and
Carnegie. What did they know that everyone else missed? Today, during a global economic crisis of
unprecedented proportions, with millions of people out of work, some people are quietly becoming
multimillionaires. How? It is not what they know. It is not who they know. It is how they think! 

The question is, do most people have the skills to be able to build wealth and financial freedom for
themselves and their family?

T. Harv Eker says, winning the money game and becoming financially free boils down to 3 things:
1. The right knowledge at the right time.
2. The right vehicles at the right time.
3. The right you... all the time.
In this three-day seminar you'll find out how to jump start your wealth starting today.
You can get it here:  Start Now
It's already helped more than 1.2 million people in 104 different countries to grow and retain more wealth
regardless of economic slumps or downturns.
Here's how to make the change:
Attend the NEW Millionaire Mind Intensive this spring in a city near you.  IF you act now the investment
for the Premium package - a $995 value - is just $97 per ticket,  visit 
http://www.MoneyWealthWisdom.com/events

The package includes...
- premium seating (behind the VIP section),
- a 165-page workbook,
- an autographed edition of Secrets of the Millionaire Mind,
- and the Secrets of the Rich 10-CD collection.

Mark Johnson is dedicated to helping everyone change their financial blueprint and help you learn to be
come financially free and live the life you desire. To learn more about the Millionaire Mind Intensive and
other straight forward wealth creation tips, written in plain English articles, reports and books visit 
http://www.MoneyWealthWisdom.com

# # #

We write, comment and review articles and products that are related to becoming wealthy. Our primary
goal is to explain money, wealth, investing and protecting your wealth in plain, simple language that most
people will understand without needing an MBA.
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